
JINGLE -MAKING CONTEST FOR THE
50TH Anniversary of BCMPC

A jingle is a short song or tune used in advertising and for other commercial uses. Jingles
are a form of sound branding. A jingle contains one or more hooks and meaning that
explicitly promote the idea, product, or service being advertised, usually through the use
of one or more advertising slogans.

Mechanics:
1. The contest is open to all members and non-members of BCMPC. Employees and

officers of BCMPC are not allowed to join.
2. The jingle entry must be a complete song, not more than 3 minutes long and may

either be in English or Bisaya. It is expected that the jingle be

a. lively, appealing, creative and, above all, be reflective of the nature and
core character of BCMPC.

b. Entirely original and must not have been used as entry in any other song
competitions. No part of the lyrics may be copied from lines of other
songs, nor infringe on any existing copyright and any other intellectual
property rights (P.S. it might be a good idea to include in the registration
requirements an affidavit of originality).

c. Pliable enough to be rendered in a 40-seconder version for ad purposes.

d. Free of indecent, rude or offensive words.

3. Entries may be composed of a group consisting of 4 but not more than 7 members,
however, submissions for the elimination round and final round may be done by the
main composer/performer only.

4. All entries who have submitted their entry form within the first deadline are
required to attend the organizational meeting to be announced later. The meeting
will also provide the first orientation/seminar regarding the jingle competition. The
orientation seminar is designed to give tips as regards how to make song/ lyrics. The
orientation will be handled by Mr. Marianito Luspo, the chairman of the Board of
Adjudicators.



5. After the organizational meeting/orientation, entries are given time to compose
their lyrics based on the specifications provided. Submitted entries shall be
considered the final participants to the jingle writing competition (second phase).
Those whose lyrics do not qualify need not go to the second phase or elimination
round of the competition.

6. There should not be more than 10 entries to join the elimination round (Second
Phase of the competition). This is when the entrants are asked to compose the
appropriate music for their lyrics. Another deadline shall be set to give the entrants
enough time to do their music composition.

7. In the elimination round, all entries must be recorded on Mp4 video format and
submitted to the Committee within the given deadline. The video will be the
recording of their final jingle. In this round, the performer/performers may only be
accompanied by basic instrumentation, e.g. guitar or electronic keyboard.

8. Five judges shall adjudicate the elimination round, with the support of selected
Board of Directors. From the elimination entries, the top 5 shall be chosen for the
Final or Championship round. The criteria to be used during the elimination round
shall be

A. Clarity of Message and Economy of Words 40%
(Does the lyrics fully reflect the essential
character of BCMPC and what it stand for
in limited word formulation?)

B. Melodic Value 30%
( Is the melody attractive enough as to get the
attention of listeners, both within and
outside the cooperative?)

C. Recall Value 20%
( Does the entry contain elements e.g., musical motifs,
Word clusters, etc., that would easily be retained or
Remembered by the listeners?)

D. Technical Excellence 10%

Total: 100%



9. For the Final or Championship Round (Third Phase of the competition), all 5 entries
must have their compositions properly accompanied by electronically-rendered
Minus One; their performance ( single or accompanied by back-up singers) shall be
recorded on Mp4 video format and submitted to the Committee.

10. The same 5 judges in the elimination round shall serve as members of the Board of
Adjudicators. The same criteria (cf # 8). For this portion of the judging, all points
earned by the entrants in the elimination round shall be discarded.

11. The Winning entry (Champion) shall receive a certificate and P30,000 cash. His
winning entry shall thenceforth be considered property of BCMPC, reserving all
rights to the utilization of the composition for its own ends and purposes. However,
BCMPC does not hold itself bound to use the composition in full. This means the
composer of the winning entry cannot contest whatever action BCMPC does in
relation to the winning jingle. The remaining top 4 winning entries shall receive a
consolation prize of P5,000 cash each.


